THE MAK

EXCLUSIVE
GUIDED TOURS

The MAK – Austrian Museum of Applied Arts /
Contemporary Art was the first museum to be
built on the Vienna Ringstraße and is one of the
most outstanding museums of its kind in the
world. Founded in 1863 as the Imperial Royal
Austrian Museum of Art and Industry, the MAK
is now a museum and laboratory for the applied
arts, situated on the interface between design,
architecture, and contemporary art.

For the guests attending your events, we are
pleased to offer exclusive guided tours through the
unique MAK Permanent Collection, the MAK DESIGN
LAB, and the temporary exhibitions, all of which
have established the Museum’s reputation as an
innovative cultural institution.

EVENTS
AT THE MAK
The MAK offers much more than a magnificent
museum as a backdrop for your events; the
setting it provides is outstanding in many other
respects, featuring spatial and technical facilities
for almost every occasion. Celebrate in the
traditional classical ambience of one of the Vienna
Ringstraße’s most renowned stately buildings.
Take advantage of the unique atmosphere of the
great exhibition halls with their restrained, elegant
architecture, or the furnished lecture hall with its
full range of technical equipment. Aside from the
lecture hall, the MAK leases its venues inclusive of
infrastructure but without furnishings or technical
equipment. You may make your own choice of
caterers and other suppliers.

GROUND FLOOR

In exhibition rooms designed by renowned
contemporary artists, outstanding exhibits from
the MAK’s extensive collection are on display. The
Permanent Collection Vienna 1900 includes Gustav
Klimt’s work drawings for the mosaic frieze in the
Stoclet House in Brussels as well as many other
outstanding Art Nouveau and Wiener Werkstätte
creations. The MAK is also the place to admire rare
oriental carpets, discover sumptuous artifacts from
Asia, or experience the Thonet Brothers’ chairs
from a new perspective.
The exhibitions in the MAK present various artistic
stances from the fields of applied art, design,
architecture, and contemporary art, with an eye to
elucidating the relationships between these fields.
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VENUES AT THE MAK
STUBENRING WING
1—MAK COLUMNED MAIN HALL
Built by Heinrich von Ferstel in the
Florentine Renaissance style, the MAK
Columned Main Hall is one of the most
prestigious locations in Vienna, an
exclusive venue for evening events
such as receptions, gala dinners, and
presentations. At the same time, the
Columned Main Hall is the ideal starting
point for exclusive tours through the
famous MAK Permanent Collection, the
MAK DESIGN LAB, and the temporary
exhibitions.
SIZE: GROUND FLOOR 520 M²,
GALLERY 270 M²
CAPACITY: GAL A DINNER: UP TO 320
PERSONS, THEATER: UP TO 400 PERSONS,
COCKTAIL: UP TO 540 PERSONS,
INCLUDING THE GALLERY

2—KAMINZIMMER
The Kaminzimmer, formerly occupied
by the director, is steeped in the
atmosphere of Art Nouveau. But it is also
furnished with works of contemporary
and applied art. Use the Kaminzimmer
for press conferences, meetings,
small receptions, and workshops.
CAPACITY: UP TO 30 PERSONS

WEISKIRCHNER WING

5—MAK LECTURE HALL

The Weiskirchner Wing with the MAK
Exhibition Halls was designed by
Ludwig Baumann in the Late Historicist
style and opened in 1909. The halls
are accessed exclusively through the
magnificent entrance foyer located
at Weiskirchnerstraße 3. Totaling
2,700 m², they constitute one of the
largest exhibition spaces in Vienna’s
city center. When they are not being
used for temporary exhibitions, the two
air-conditioned halls offer a generously
dimensioned setting for gala dinners,
premiere celebrations, conferences,
product presentations, and trade fairs.

The MAK Lecture Hall was designed by
Ludwig Baumann and is furnished with
original bentwood cinema seats by
furniture producer Thonet. The imposing
room is air-conditioned and can be
fully blacked out. The audiovisual
system’s technology is state-of-theart. Receptions or coffee breaks can be
held in the foyer in front of the Lecture
Hall (130 m²) and in the entrance foyer
on the ground floor.
CAPACITY: FIXED CINEMA SEATING
FOR 292 PERSONS

6—MAK LOUNGE
The MAK Lounge is a large, modern,
brightly-lit room 80 m² in size. Its wellThe exhibition hall on the ground floor
proportioned windows and illuminated
consists of a central hall (593 m²) with
wall hanging provide a pleasant,
an imposing glass transom light and a
inspiring atmosphere for seminars,
generously proportioned U-shaped outer press conferences, presentations,
gallery (881 m²). The restrained, elegant and workshops.
architecture allows for a wide range of
CAPACITY: UP TO 50 PERSONS
different uses and settings.
3—EXHIBITION HALL, GROUND FLOOR

SIZE: 1,474 M²
CAPACITY: UP TO 520 PERSONS

4—EXHIBITION HALL, UPPER FLOOR
The exhibition hall on the upper floor
surrounds an impressive atrium and is
considered one of the most attractive
exhibition spaces in Vienna. Large-sized
windows are a main feature of this
light and airy room, which provides an
elegant setting for your events.
SIZE: 1,203 M²
CAPACITY: UP TO 410 PERSONS
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CONTACT
For further information on venues at the MAK as well as on
specific terms of use, you are cordially invited to contact the
rentals team. Should you be interested in viewing the venues,
we would be delighted to answer your inquiries
and show you around.
T +43 1 71136-290 or -320
commercial-events@MAK.at

MAK – Austrian Museum of
Applied Arts / Contemporary Art
Stubenring 5, 1010 Vienna, Austria
MAK.at

